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SUMMARY: In human prostate epithelium, morphologically basal and luminal cells can be discriminated. The basal cell layer that
putatively contains progenitor cells of the secretory epithelium is characterized by the expression of keratins (K) 5 and 14. Luminal
cells represent the secretory compartment of the epithelium and express K8 and 18. We developed a technique for the
simultaneous analysis of K5, 14, and 18 to identify intermediate cell stages in the prostate epithelium and to study the dynamic
aspects of its differentiation in vitro. Nonmalignant prostate tissue and primary epithelial cultures were immunohistochemically
characterized using triple staining with antibodies for K5, K14, and K18. Antibodies for K18 and K5 were conjugated directly with
fluorochromes Alexa 488 and 546. K14 was visualized indirectly with streptavidin-Cy5. Keratin expression was analyzed by
confocal scanning microscopy. The occurrence of exocrine and neuroendocrine differentiation in culture was determined via
antibodies to prostate-specific antigen (PSA), chromogranin A, and serotonin. We found that basal cells expressed either
K511/1411/181 or K511/181. The majority of luminal cells expressed K1811, but colocalization of K51/1811 were recognized.
Epithelial monolayer cultures predominantly revealed the basal cell phenotype K511/1411/181, whereas intermediate subpopu-
lations expressing K51/141/1811 and K51/1811 were also identified. On confluence, differentiation was induced as multicellular
gland-like buds, and extensions became evident on top of the monolayer. These structures were composed of K1811- and
K51/181-positive cell clusters surrounded by phenotypically basal cells. Few multicellular structures and cells in the monolayer
showed exocrine differentiation (PSA1), but expression of chromogranin A and serotonin was absent. We conclude that
simultaneous evaluation of keratin expression is useful for analyzing epithelial differentiation in the prostate. During this process,
putative stem cells phenotypically resembling K511/1411/181 differentiate toward luminal cells (K1811) via intermediate cell
stages, as identified by up-regulation of K18 and down-regulation of K5 and 14. (Lab Invest 2000, 80:1251–1258).

W ithin the secretory epithelium of the human
prostate, morphologically basal and luminal

cells can be discriminated. The basal cell layer is
believed to contain the stem cell population of the
prostate epithelium (English et al, 1987; Kyprianou
and Isaacs, 1988; Robinson et al, 1998; Verhagen et
al, 1988). This stem cell population has a long life
span and a large proliferative capacity. Isaacs and
Coffey described a model in which stem cells on
self-renewal give rise to a transiently proliferating
(TP)/amplifying cell population that has a shorter life
span and limited cyclic activity (Isaacs and Coffey,
1989). This cell population is situated in the basal as
well as the luminal cell layer, and finally differenti-
ates into exocrine or neuroendocrine cells (Xue et al,
1997, 1998). Exocrine differentiation occurs in the
majority of the luminal cells and is identified by
expression of prostate-specific antigen (PSA). Neu-
roendocrine cells are dispersed in the prostate

epithelium and secrete neuropeptides like chromo-
granin A and serotonin. Recently, the TP/amplifying
cells have gained attention because they indicate
the existence of a hierarchic relationship in the
prostate epithelium and putatively play a role in
neoplastic diseases.

Expression of keratins (K) has gained validity as a
marker for cell lineage differentiation. Keratins belong
to the group of intermediate filament proteins that
form the cell skeleton by heterodimeric interaction
(Moll et al, 1982). Epithelial cells express subgroups of
keratins, enabling discrimination between basal and
luminal localization. As in all simple epithelia, luminal
cells in the human prostate express K8 and 18 (Okada
et al, 1992; Sherwood et al, 1990, 1991). Basal cells
are originally identified by their expression of K5 and
14, but K8 and 18 are present in at least a subset of
them (Nagle et al, 1991; Yang et al, 1997). A few
studies also report colocalization of “basal” and “lu-
minal” keratins in the luminal cell layer, interpreted as
an intermediate phenotype in the prostate (Verhagen
et al, 1988, 1992). These intermediate cells are candi-
dates for the TP/amplifying cells in the prostate. The
keratin expression of neuroendocrine cells is complex
and not yet fully elucidated, but it resembles that of
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intermediate cells (Bonkhoff et al, 1994; Xue et al,
1997).

The cellular origin of cancer development requires
an understanding of epithelial differentiation. Prostate
carcinoma is clinically described as an androgen-
dependent disease and therapeutic withdrawal of an-
drogens usually results in tumor regression. However,
the disease finally progresses to an androgen-
independent status in which it no longer responds to
androgen blockade and no therapeutic options are
available. To understand the cell biology aspects of
this, evaluation of keratin expression is useful because
it identifies the epithelial composition of prostate can-
cer. In general, prostate carcinoma has a luminal cell
phenotype (PSA1, K181); it was therefore postulated
that malignant transformation of this cell type results
in the origin of prostate carcinoma (Nagle et al, 1987;
Okada et al, 1992; Sherwood et al, 1990; Yang et al,
1997). Several studies, however, also describe the
presence of basal cell characteristics in prostate car-
cinoma (Googe et al, 1997; Verhagen et al, 1992; Yang
et al, 1999). Interestingly, an increase of basal markers
is associated with androgen-independent tumor pro-
gression (Gil-Diez de Medina et al, 1998; McDonnell et
al, 1992). This led to the hypothesis that an alternative
cell type is involved in carcinogenesis of the prostate,
that is the amplifying cell (Isaacs and Coffey, 1989;
Verhagen et al, 1992). Investigation of the stem cell
lineage in secretory prostate epithelium is therefore
crucial to understanding the role of TP/amplifying cells
in carcinogenesis and cancer progression in the pros-
tate.

Identification of the cell biology characteristics of
intermediate, TP/amplifying cells has been hampered
by lack of a technique that can adequately visualize
“basal” and “luminal” markers in the same cell. In this
study, we describe a method for simultaneous analy-
sis of K5, 14, and 18. We directly demonstrate the
existence of intermediate cell stages in normal human

prostate epithelium and provide a cell culture model
for the study of its differentiation.

Results

Analysis of Keratin Expression Using Confocal Laser
Scanning Microscopy

Analysis of keratin expression using immunofluores-
cence and confocal laser scanning microscopy
(CLSM) enables the simultaneous detection of K5, 14,
and 18 in a single cell. Each labeled keratin produces
a different fluorescent signal that is depicted as a
specific color. Expression of K5 is represented by red,
K14 by blue, and K18 by green. It should be empha-
sized that K14 labeled with Cy5 originally generates a
red fluorescent signal (670 nm), which is depicted by
blue for image analysis; this allows distinction be-
tween K14 and the red signal of Alexa 546-labeled K5
(573 nm). Coexpression of keratins is identified by
hybrid colors. Colocalization of red (K5) and green
(K18) is depicted as yellow (K5/18), and a pink/purple
color (K5/14) represents expression of red (K5) and
blue (K14). Simultaneous perception of red (K5), green
(K18), and blue (K14) produces a white (K5/14/18)
hybrid color.

Keratin Expression In Situ

At least four different cell types were distinguished in
the human secretory prostate epithelium by their pat-
tern of keratin expression. The majority of the luminal
cells strongly expressed K18 (K1811), but single cells
and cell clusters showed co-expression of K5 and 18
(K51/1811). K18 expression was weak in the basal
cell layer. All basal cells strongly expressed K5 (K511/
181), and a subpopulation was also positive for K14
(K511/1411/181) (Fig. 1).

Figure 1.
Keratin expression in normal prostate epithelium. A, Luminal cells strongly express K18 (K1811; green signal) and show coexpression of K5 and 18 (K51/1811;
hybrid yellow signal). Two cell populations are discriminated in the basal cell layer. All basal cells show strong expression of K5 and are weakly positive for K18, only
detectable at higher sensitivity levels of the scanning microscope (K511/181; red signal). Colocalization of K5, 14, and 18 (K511/1411/181; hybrid purple signal)
is encountered in a subpopulation of basal cells. B, At a higher detection level, K18 is demonstrated in all basal cells. Colocalization of K5 and 18 in basal cells is
shown by a hybrid yellow signal (K511/181) and coexpression of K5, 14, and 18 by a white signal (K511/1411/181). K18 and K5 are directly labeled with Alexa
488 (green) and 546 (red), respectively. K14 is visualized with Cy5 (blue). Colored arrows indicate hybrid signals: red arrow K511/181, purple arrow
K511/1411/181, and yellow arrow K51/1811. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM); original magnification, 3630.
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Cell Culture Morphology

After adherence, epithelial cells proliferated and
formed cell clusters that grew in a monolayer. The
morphology of these cells varied from small angular
cells with scant cytoplasm to large round cells with
abundant cytoplasm. A few cells had multiple cyto-
plasmic neurite-like extensions and were situated ei-
ther within or on top of the monolayer. After conflu-
ence of cell clusters, multicellular gland-like buds and
extensions were formed on top of the monolayer. In
the beginning, one to three rounded cells were situ-
ated above the plane of the monolayer. Within 1 day,
buds were formed with a maximal height of 30 mm that
often made connection by multicellular extensions
(Fig. 2). No lumina could be identified within the
gland-like structures. The capacity to form these
structures decreased in cultures of higher passage
number. The maximal life span of epithelial cultures
was eight passages.

Keratin Expression In Vitro

Based on their keratin expression, three epithelial cell
types were distinguished growing in the monolayer.
Two cell types were strongly positive for K5 and 14.
Most of these cells weakly co-expressed K18 (K511/
1411/181) associated with a basal cell phenotype,
and few cells showed intense expression of K18
(K51/141/1811). These cells (K51/141/1811) either
had an angular shape or showed several cytoplasmic
extensions that seemed to contact neighboring cells,
suggestive of neuroendocrine differentiation. This par-
ticular cell type was growing either within or on top of
the monolayer. A third cell type expressed K5 and 18,
but not K14 (K51/181). Subtle variations were ob-
served in the quantity of the respective keratins,
indicating up- and down-regulation of these proteins
(Fig. 3).

At the beginning of the gland-like budding, small cell
groups emerged above the monolayer and were pos-
itive for both K5 and 18, or K18 alone. The gland-like
buds and extensions had a complex cell composition,
in which an outer and inner cell compartment were
distinguished, as analyzed by CLSM. The outer layer

consisted predominantly of flat cells that expressed
K5, 14, and 18 (K511/1411/181) to the same extent
as the cells growing in the monolayer. Cells in the
central part of the gland-like structures were usually
positive for K18 (K1811) alone, or showed co-
expression of K5 and 18 (K51/181) (Fig. 4).

The expression of activated caspase-3 was ana-
lyzed to exclude the possibility that multicellular buds
and extensions were merely aggregations of apoptotic
cells that had been released from the monolayer.
Single cells found on top of the monolayer and a few
cells within the multicellular structures expressed ac-
tivated caspase-3, indicative of apoptosis. However,
most cells within the gland-like structures did not
reveal signs of apoptosis.

Secretion of PSA, chromogranin A, and serotonin
occurs during differentiation in the prostate. Within the
monolayer and gland-like structures, dispersed cells
showed exocrine differentiation as identified by PSA
expression. There was no expression of chromogranin
A or serotonin, particularly in cells with cytoplasmic
extensions. This contrasts with the morphology of
these cells, which was suggestive of neuroendocrine
differentiation.

Discussion

Keratins are a subclass of cytoskeletal proteins that
serve as specific differentiation markers for normal
epithelium and as well as for cancer cells (Moll et al,
1982). Simultaneous analysis of K5, 14, and 18 ex-
pression demonstrates a gradual shift of these pro-
teins during epithelial differentiation in the prostate
and is a useful technique for discriminating epithelial
subpopulations. Basal cells within the normal prostate
epithelium express either K5/14/18 or K5/18. Although
K18 is generally seen as a luminal cell marker, several
reports describe its basal expression on the mRNA
and protein level (Nagle et al, 1991; Yang et al, 1997).
This inconsistency might be explained by the low
expression intensity of K18 in the basal cell layer, as
shown in this study. Whereas the majority of luminal
cells show expression of K18 alone, colocalization of
K5/18 is regularly encountered. The heterogeneous
expression of keratins, as described in this study, was

Figure 2.
Morphology of the prostate epithelial cell culture. Gland-like buds and extensions are formed on top of the monolayer after confluence. Hematoxylin stained; original
magnification, A, 340, B, 3100.
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indicated previously in an indirect way (Verhagen et al,
1988, 1992). Direct triple staining advantageously po-
tentiates epithelial characterization in culture and the
analysis of additional markers in intermediate cell
stages. The keratin profiles described in this study
suggest a hierarchic relationship within the human
prostate epithelium in which a putative stem cell
population (K511/1411/181) gives rise successively
to intermediate cells (K511/181 and K51/1811) and
terminally differentiated cells (K1811).

A cell culture model was developed to study the
kinetics of epithelial differentiation. Two growth

phases can be distinguished in epithelial cell culture.
The first expansion phase is characterized by growth
of cells in the monolayer that express K5 and K14,
with minor expression of K18, indicating a basal cell
phenotype. The predominance of basal cells in the
primary culture corresponds with the observations of
others (Cussenot et al, 1994; Peehl et al, 1994; Rob-
inson et al, 1998). The triple-staining technique en-
abled the detection of two distinct cell types, with an
intermediate keratin expression pattern in the mono-
layer. The first cell type expressed high levels of K5,
K14, and K18. The second cell type expressed K5 and

Figure 3.
Keratin expression in the epithelial cell culture. Three distinct epithelial cell types are found in monolayer culture. A, Most epithelial cells are strongly positive for K5
and 14, but show weak expression of K18 (K511/1411/181; white asterisk). Expression of K14 is decreased in a subpopulation of epithelial cells (red asterisk) and
sporadically absent (K511/181; yellow asterisk). B and C, Some cells express high levels of K18 (K51/141/1811). These cells either have an angular shape (B),
or reveal several cytoplasmic extensions (C). The latter cell type is also encountered on top of the monolayer. Note stronger sensitivity level for the K18-Alexa 488
signal in A. CLSM, original magnification, 3630.
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K18, but did not express K14. A second phase of
differentiation manifested after confluence was char-
acterized by the emergence of gland-like buds and
extensions. Confocal scanning microscopy demon-
strates that these structures are composed of an outer
basal cell layer (K511/1411/181) and a central com-
partment containing intermediate (K51/181) and lumi-
nal cells (K1811). The sequence of growth phases and
the identification of gradual keratin shifts in intermedi-
ate cells strongly indicate that basal cells are progen-
itors of the luminal cells in the human prostate epithe-

lium. Definite evidence for the stem cell hypothesis
should, however, be obtained by tracking a pure
epithelial cell population and demonstrating its capa-
bility to differentiate into all other epithelial cell types in
the prostate, combined with ontogenic studies of
prostate epithelial development (Hayward et al, 1996;
Xue et al, 1998).

The hierarchic relationship of prostate epithelium
was further indicated by the focal expression of PSA in
multicellular buds as a marker for exocrine differenti-
ation. We assume that PSA expression in the mono-

Figure 4.
Differentiation in gland-like buds after confluence of cell cultures. Gland-like buds and extensions have a complex cell composition. Cells with a basal phenotype
(K511/1411/181; hybrid purple signal) cover the gland-like buds. Differentiation toward a luminal phenotype is found in the center of the gland-like buds. These
cells strongly express K18 (K1811; green signal). CLSM; original magnification, 3630.
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layer is localized in intermediate cells, because
Bonkhoff et al found colocalization of basal cell mark-
ers and PSA expression in the normal prostate
(Bonkhoff et al, 1994). Apoptosis occasionally oc-
curred in gland-like structures, as demonstrated by
caspase-3 activity. Interestingly, activated caspase-3
is usually located in the luminal cell compartment and
might indicate the end-stage of differentiation in cell
culture (Krajewska et al, 1997). To our surprise, we
were not able to prove neuroendocrine differentiation
in cell culture. Although cellular neurite-like extensions
contacting neighboring cells morphologically sug-
gested neuroendocrine differentiation, these cells did
not express chromogranin A or serotonin. It is possible
that other neuroendocrine granula are produced by
these cells or that extra stimuli are necessary for the
production of neuroendocrine granula (Bang et al,
1994; Burchardt et al, 1999; Cox et al, 1999).

In our opinion, a subgroup of basal cells that ex-
press K511/1411/181 corresponds to the stem cell
population in the human prostate epithelium. The
majority of the basal cells, however, represent early
intermediate or TP/amplifying cells (De Marzo et al,
1998b; Isaacs and Coffey, 1989; Xue et al, 1998). In
these cells, expression of K14 is gradually decreased,
leading to a well-defined intermediate phenotype
characterized by expression of K5 and 18. In some
cells, up-regulation of K18 takes place during loss of
K14, representing another intermediate phenotype
(K51/141/1811). Loss of K5 seems to represent a late
event in epithelial differentiation, resulting in cells
strongly positive for K18. Despite the finding of epi-
thelial cell stages with intermediate keratin expression,
it is not possible to adequately mark early and late
intermediate cell stages. Gradual shifts in keratin ex-
pression during differentiation imply that intermediate
keratin profiles partially overlap with putative stem
cells (K511/1411/181) and terminally differentiated
luminal cells (K1811), respectively. Several other pro-
teins might be useful to mark stem, intermediate
TP/amplifying, and terminally differentiated cells more
adequately, because the expression pattern of multi-
ple genes is changed during differentiation.
P-cadherin, glutathione S-transferase PI, bcl-2, pros-
tate stem cell antigen, phosphoprotein 32, and epider-
mal growth factor receptor are all typically present in
basal cells and are down-regulated during differentia-
tion (Cookson et al, 1997; Ibrahim et al, 1993; Jarrard
et al, 1997; Kadkol et al, 1998; McDonnell et al, 1992;
Reiter et al, 1998; Sherwood and Lee, 1995; Walensky
et al, 1993). Luminal cells, however, up-regulate an-
drogen receptor, PSA, and p27/kip1 (Bonkhoff and
Remberger, 1993; Bonkhoff et al, 1994; De Marzo et
al, 1998a). Simultaneous analysis of these specific
markers and keratin profiles gives insight into the cell
biology characteristics of the distinct epithelial sub-
populations.

In prostate carcinoma, several basal markers are
expressed, in spite of the predominance of luminal cell
characteristics in this malignancy (Googe et al, 1997;
Ibrahim et al, 1993; Reiter et al, 1998; Verhagen et al,
1992; Walensky et al, 1993; Yang et al, 1999). Inter-

estingly, the expression of some basal cell markers is
even more pronounced in androgen-independent
prostate carcinoma (Gil-Diez de Medina et al, 1998;
McDonnell et al, 1992). This led to the hypothesis that
an intermediate cell population, the TP/amplifying cell,
forms the origin of malignant transformation in the
prostate epithelium (De Marzo et al, 1998a, 1998b;
Verhagen et al, 1992). The present model potentiates
further analysis of the cell biology characteristics of
intermediate cells and the molecular regulation of
epithelial differentiation. Understanding these aspects
will provide important information about the cellular
origin of prostate carcinoma and its androgen-
independent progression.

Materials and Methods

Tissue Collection and Cell Culture

Tissue samples were obtained from 18 patients under-
going radical prostatectomy for prostate carcinoma. All
of the patients gave informed consent for use of the
specimens for research purposes. Immediately after
surgery, fresh tissue was removed and frozen in N2. For
cell culture, fresh tissue was aseptically dissected from
the prostate peripheral zone using a skin biopsy punch
(5 3 15 mm) and transported in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium supplemented with 20% FCS, penicillin
(100 U/ml), streptomycin (100 mg/ml), and amphotericin
B (2.5 mg/ml). Three sections of the punch biopsy were
removed for histopathologic analysis. Tissue samples
containing malignancy were excluded from this study.
The specimens were minced into 1-mm pieces, seeded
in culture flasks (25 cm2), and covered with fresh me-
dium. The explant cultures were maintained in a humid-
ified incubator (37° C; 95% O2, 5% CO2). After out-
growth of the cells, culture medium was changed to
keratinocyte serum-free medium (KSFM; Gibco BRL,
Paisley, United Kingdom), provided with KSFM supple-
ment (insulin, epidermal growth factor, fibroblast growth
factor), BSA (2.5 mg/ml), transferrin (2.0 mg/ml), and
minimal essential aminoacids (1%) (Chaproniere and
McKeehan, 1986). Confluent cell cultures were detached
with trypsin/EDTA solution (0.05%/0.02%), washed, and
subsequently grown in 75-cm2 culture flasks. For char-
acterization, cells (passages 2–6) were seeded on 8-well
TC Chamber Slides (Gibco BRL) at a density of 2.0 to
4.0 3 104 cells per well in KSFM medium. The culture
media were refreshed every 3 or 4 days. After 1 to 2
weeks, the cell cultures were analyzed using histochem-
ical techniques.

Direct Antibody Labeling

The antibodies RGE53 (K18) and RCK103 (K5) were
directly labeled with fluorochrome dyes using Alexa
488 and Alexa 546 protein labeling kits (Molecular
Probes, Eugene, Oregon) according to the manufac-
turer’s guide (Table 1). Briefly, 1.0 mg of purified
antibody was dissolved in 0.5 ml PBS and provided
with 50 ml sodium bicarbonate (1 M). The antibody
solutions reacted for 1 hour with succinimidyl esters of
Alexa 488 (RGE53) and Alexa 546 (RCK103) carboxylic
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acid. Reactions were blocked by the addition of 17 ml
and 15 ml hydroxylamine, respectively. After incuba-
tion for 30 and 15 minutes, the labeled antibody was
separated from the unincorporated dye using a resin
column. The antibody concentration and labeling effi-
ciency were analyzed by spectrophotometry. The la-
beling efficiencies of RGE53 and RCK103 were 6.5
(optimal labeling, 4–9) and 3.6 (optimal labeling, 2–7).
The labeling procedure was performed in the dark at
room temperature.

Triple-Staining Procedure

Cell culture slides and 4 mm cryostat sections of
prostate samples were fixed in acetone for 10 minutes
at 220° C and air-dried for 2 hours. The slides were
incubated with undiluted RCK107 antibody (K14) for
60 minutes. After washing in PBS, slides were incu-
bated with biotinylated sheep anti-mouse Ig (1:100) for
30 minutes and conjugated with streptavidin-Cy5
(1:20) for 30 minutes. Free binding sites were blocked
with 10% normal mouse serum for 30 minutes. After
extensive washing, slides were incubated with directly
labeled RGE53 (20 mg/ml) and RCK103 (5 mg/ml) for 1
hour (Verhagen et al, 1992). Dilutions were made in
PBS / 1% BSA. All incubations were performed in the
dark at room temperature. The slides were mounted
with fluorescent mounting medium (DAKO, Glostrup,
Denmark) and analyzed using confocal laser scanning
microscopy (Confocal System LEICA TCS NT, Leica,
Wetzlar, Germany).

Labeling Apoptotic Cells

Localization of apoptotic cells was determined us-
ing an antibody to activated caspase-3 (PharMin-
gen, San Diego, California) (Huppertz et al, 1999;
Krajewska et al, 1997). Acetone-fixed, air-dried cell
cultures were incubated with activated caspase-3
antibody (1:100) at 37° C for 1 hour. After washing in
PBS, cultures were incubated with 1:200 goat anti-
rabbit Ig labeled with Alexa 594 (Molecular Probes)
and RGE53 directly labeled with Alexa 488 for 1
hour at room temperature.

Immunohistochemistry

Exocrine and neuroendocrine differentiation was ana-
lyzed using antibodies for PSA, chromogranin A, and
serotonin (DAKO). After acetone fixation and pre-
incubation with 10% normal swine serum for 30 min-
utes, slides were incubated with antibodies for PSA
(1:250), chromogranin A (1:1000), or serotonin (1:1000)
for 1 hour at 37° C. After washing in PBS, the cultures

were reacted with swine anti-rabbit Ig labeled with
alkaline phosphatase (1:25) for 1 hour at room tem-
perature. Antibodies were visualized after incubation
with alkaline phosphatase substrate (Vector Red; Vec-
tor Laboratories, Burlingame, California) for 20 min-
utes and counterstained with hematoxylin.
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